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Waiting in a long queue at traffic lights not only wastes valuable time but also pollutes environment. With

the advances in autonomous vehicles and 5G networks, the previous jamming scenarios at intersections

may be turned into non-stop weaving traffic flows. Towards this envision, we propose a highly efficient

traffic planning system, namely DASHX, which enables connected autonomous vehicles to cross multi-way

intersections without a stop. Specifically, DASHX has a comprehensive model to represent intersections and

vehicle status. It can constantly process large volumes of vehicle information, resolve scheduling conflicts and

generate optimal travel plans for all the vehicles coming towards the intersection in real time. Unlike existing

works which are limited to certain types of intersections and lack considerations of practicability, DASHX is

universal for any type of 3D intersection, yields the near-maximum throughput while still ensuring riding

comfort. To better evaluate the effectiveness of traffic scheduling systems in real-world scenarios, we developed

a sophisticated open-source 3D traffic simulation platform (DASHX-SIM) that can handle complicated 3D

road layouts, simulate vehicles’ networking and decision-making processes. We have conducted extensive

experiments, and the experimental results demonstrate the practicality, effectiveness, and efficiency of DASHX

system and the simulator.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the recent report [10], people spent an average of 58.6 hours waiting at red lights each

year. The traffic at the intersections which have only stop signs is even slower. As estimated by the

new data collected from connected vehicles, departments of transportation, cellular positioning

reports, and many other sources, Americans wasted $87 billion sitting in the car in 2018 [25]. Similar

scenarios happen in other countries as well, such as China, Russia, Brazil, and Turkey.

Recent study [18] shows that vehicles moving at a low speed (i.e., less than 30 miles per hour)

require more fuel consumption. Also, when a vehicle needs to stop frequently, the frequent ac-

celeration and deceleration consume significant amount of fuel. Imagine that if cars coming from

different directions seamlessly interleave with each other without any stop, it will not only help
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save a huge amount of travel time and fuel consumption but also reduce the pollutants emitted

by cars and protect our environments. This ideal scenario may become a reality with the preva-

lence of connected autonomous vehicles in the future. Their capabilities of sensing, processing,

and communication have provided a promising hardware foundation [16]. The missing piece of

the blueprint is an efficient cyber-physical system that can achieve the goal of real-time traffic

scheduling. Therefore, we propose a novel intersection travel scheduling system for autonomous

vehicles called DASHX (Dynamic Autonomous-vehicle Stream Handling).

The DASHX system has a comprehensive model to handle any type of intersection including

3D intersections. It utilizes an Intersection Management Unit (IMU) [4] which communicates with

connected autonomous vehicles approaching the intersection. Specifically, when vehicles approach-

ing an intersection, they report their status (e.g., vehicle velocity, current location, destination,

acceleration capability) and requirements (e.g., going straight, left turn, right turn) to the IMU. The

DASHX system constantly collects and processes data streams from all vehicles coming towards

the intersection, resolves scheduling conflicts, and generates the optimal travel plan for all the

vehicles in real-time to guide them crossing intersections in a safe and highly efficient way.

Although there have also been decentralized traffic control mechanisms that fully rely on

vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) cooperation [6, 8, 12, 39, 47, 48, 51, 54], we argue that a centralized

traffic management scheme may be more practical especially for the critical security and safety

considerations. First, V2V based approaches assume participating vehicles are all trustworthy and

will honestly and correctly follow the travel plans. However, building trust among peer stranger

vehicles is still very challenging. The use of IMU will obviate this problem. The trust between

the vehicles and the IMU would be similar to that between cellphone users and service providers.

Second, servers are typically more difficult to be compromised than personal computing devices,

i.e., individual vehicles. Third, with the adoption of advanced communication technologies, such as

5G networks [5, 41], the densely deployed 5G base stations could be utilized as the intersection

manager [31]. The existing smart traffic light systems [15] could also be equipped with our proposed

system to serve as the IMU. Alternatively, considering the Internet of Vehicles, the IMU may reside

in the cloud and collect vehicle information via Internet connections in the future.

In order to carry out an extensive evaluation of the DASHX system, we also develop a compre-

hensive microscopic 3D traffic simulation platform, namely DASHX-SIM, which can simulate traffic

in real-world scenarios. DASHX-SIM provides a graphic interface for researchers to conveniently

edit road maps and intersections, specify fine-grained traffic constraints on each road. DASHX-SIM

simulates how vehicles move, communicate and calculate their travel plans according to given

protocols and traffic restrictions. Such an interactive testing environment allows researchers to

visualize the traffic generated by their protocols in real time and compare performance of different

traffic planning protocols, which will greatly enhance the protocol design and optimization process.

It is also worth noting that DASHX-SIM is much more advanced than the existing vehicle simulation

platforms, such as SUMO [24], OpenTrafficSim [43], and CityFlow [53], in that these open-source

platforms support only intersections of 2D layouts which are not sufficient to model real-world

scenarios. Although a couple of the commercial platforms, such as VISSIM [13] and AnyLogic [22],

claim to support more complicated intersection layouts, they are not free for research studies [11].

Our DASHX-SIM is open-source, highly extensible, and generic, as it can evaluate the performance

of not only the traffic management protocols, but also the routing protocols in VANETs (Vehicular

Ad-hoc Networks) and the authentication mechanisms for connected vehicles.

To sum up, we have made the following unique contributions in this work:
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Fig. 1. Processing Traffic Data at Complex Intersections

• We propose a generic intersection traffic scheduling system – DASHX – which is capable

of modeling any type of 2D or 3D intersections as complicated as diverging diamond inter-

change (Fig. 1), 3-Layer interchange (Fig. 3 (f)), 2-Layer irregular intersection (Fig. 3 (i)), etc.

Existing works on intersection control mainly discuss either the 2D n-way intersection or

the roundabout, and hence lack generality.

• Our proposed DASHX yields the near-maximum throughput while simultaneously ensuring

riding comfort that prevents sudden stop and acceleration. Even when the vehicle density

is very high, DASHX still guarantees that all vehicles crossing the intersections with zero
stop which has not been achieved in any other existing work. Specifically, DASHX has a

novel and efficient traffic planning scheme that considers various real-world constraints and

calculates individual vehicle motion plans towards achieving globally optimal traffic control.

The travel plans have been generated to allow each vehicle to adjust the speed and cross

the intersection in a specific sequence that no one needs to stop. This is a very challenging

task since an adjustment of one vehicle’s motion plan can propagate to multiple vehicles and

create cascading effects, which need to be resolved in real-time to avoid car accidents.

• We develop an open-source traffic simulation platform – DASHX-SIM – to facilitate the

evaluation of different kinds of traffic planning protocols in complicated traffic scenarios

with various types of intersections and travel constraints.

• We thoroughly evaluated DASHX under a variety of intersections and traffic flows including

unbalanced traffic flows that have not been studied in any previous works. The experimental

results demonstrate the practicality, efficiency, and effectiveness of our system compared to

the state of the art.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 presents

our proposed DASHX system. Section 4 introduces our developed DASHX-SIM traffic simulation

platform. Section 5 reports the experimental results. Lastly, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
Existing approaches on intersection traffic planning can be classified into three main categories: (i)

Signal-based approaches; (ii) Platoon-based approaches; and (iii) Motion planning based approaches.

Signal-based approaches [2, 6, 14, 17, 23, 34, 35, 54] aim to find out the optimal traffic light

scheduling, i.e., when, how long and which signal light should be on, Note that even with the

optimal scheduling, many vehicles will still have to stop at the intersection. Also, it only works for

intersections with traffic lights. Thus, this thread of work is least related to our work.

Platoon-based approaches aim to organize vehicles traveling in the same direction into a

group and let them cross the intersection together [26, 47, 50]. Although organizing vehicles as
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Fig. 2. DASHX System Overview

a platoon could effectively increase the crossing speed of a group of vehicles, its feasibility and

efficiency might be limited in many scenarios. First, it is difficult to form a platoon if vehicles on

the same lane have different destinations. Second, if vehicles coming from different lanes arrive

at the intersection evenly, the platoon-based approach will experience the same problem of the

signal-based approaches, i.e., many vehicles will have to stop and wait until the platoon from

the other direction fully crosses the intersection. Compared to the platoon-based approaches, our

approach will allow all the vehicles to cross the intersection without any stop even in high vehicle

density scenarios.

Our work is mostly related to themotion planning based approaches which plan the speed

for each vehicle that is about to cross the intersection. Compared to other systems, such as slot-

based systems [42] which assign time slots to vehicles and let them cross the intersection during

the assigned time slots, the motion planning-based systems typically yield much higher throughput

as vehicles receive fine-grained optimized travel plans. There are both centralized and decentralized

approaches. The centralized approaches [27–29, 32, 36, 37] utilize an intersection manager to

calculate motion plans for all the crossing vehicles, while the decentralized approaches [8, 12, 30, 33,

46, 48] are based on vehicle-to-vehicle communications to obtain an agreed crossing order among

vehicles. Motion planning based approaches so far yield the highest throughput among other

traffic planning approaches. However, there are still many limitations in the existing work. First,

most approaches consider simple intersections such as the common 4-way intersection. Although

they claim their approaches may be extended to other types of intersections, such extension is

not trivial as we discuss in our work. Second, most existing approaches rely on simplified data

models that consider only a subset of real-world constraints. Our work is more comprehensive as it

integrates various constraints during traffic planning. Third, although existing motion planning

based approaches improve the travel efficiency at the intersection, there are still many vehicles

which need to stop and waiting for their turn to cross. Our DASHX algorithm is nearly optimal as

it guarantees non-stopping crossing for all the vehicles even when vehicle density is high.

In the end, we also review the related works on traffic simulation platforms. Based on the

supported type of visualization, the existingmicroscopic traffic simulation platforms can be classified

into two main categories [38, 40]: (i) 2D traffic simulation platforms and (ii) 3D traffic simulation

platforms. The 2D traffic platforms, such as SUMO [24] and MATSim [44], support traffic simulation

on 2D road networks. They are not able to handle intersections with interleaving road bridges

in a 3D layout. To the best of our knowledge, only commercial simulators currently support 3D

modeling of intersections, such as AIMSUN [7], TransModeler [9], and PTV VISSIM [13]. These

commercial traffic simulators provide very limited functionalities in their free versions, which

cannot meet the researchers’ needs on various tasks regarding traffic planning. Our proposed

DASHX-SIM simulator overcomes the aforementioned limitations. The DASHX-SIM is open source
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Fig. 3. Example Intersections

and equipped with a wide range of features that allow researchers to conveniently model either 2D

or 3D intersections and freely test their own traffic scheduling, routing, or security protocols.

3 THE PROPOSED DASHX SYSTEM
In this section, we present the proposed DASHX (Dynamic Autonomous-vehicle Stream Handling)

system. As illustrated in Fig. 2, DASHX consists of two major components: (i) Universal intersection

traffic modeling; (ii) Real-time travel planning. The intersection traffic modeling aims to formally

represent and integrate both the static information (the structure of the intersection, speed limit,

safety gap, etc.) and the dynamic information associated with crossing vehicles (speed, acceleration,

position, etc.). Based on the constructed traffic model, the real-time travel planning component

conducts batch processing for vehicles coming towards the intersection at the same time, calculates

the travel plans for individual vehicles that optimize multiple objectives including travel efficiency

(i.e., overall throughput), passenger comfort (i.e., comfortable acceleration and deceleration) and

emission reduction (i.e., minimizing stops), and resolve traffic conflicts. In what follows, we will

introduce the details of these two components.

3.1 Universal Intersection Traffic Modeling
We propose a comprehensive and universal intersection traffic model, namely DASHX, which is an

extension to our prior DASH model [20]. Compared to DASH which only supports 2D intersection

layouts such as those shown in Fig. 3 (a), (b), (c), (e), (g), and (h), the new DASHX is capable of

handling more complex real scenarios with 3D intersections and a more diverse set of vehicle

parameters.

3.1.1 The Intersection Model. By observing the common intersections in real-world as illustrated

in Fig. 3, we define the following parameters to capture the features of any type of intersections:

Lanes: We classify lanes at each intersection into three types: (i) incoming lanes (denoted as L𝑖𝑛)

whereby vehicles come towards the intersection, (ii) outgoing lanes (denoted as L𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) whereby

vehicles leave the intersection, and (iii) connecting lanes (denoted as L𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡 ) that connect the

incoming lane and the outgoing lane. Lanes may have a variety of shapes denoted by a series of 3D

coordinates according to the real-world intersections.

Moreover, our lanemodeling is muchmore flexible than any prior works. Ourmodeling canmodel

smart lanes in the future world whereby each lane L𝑖 has its own safety restrictions and regulations
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such as speed limit (L𝑖 .𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), minimum cruising speed (L𝑖 .𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛), and safety gap between two

vehicles (L𝑖 .G𝑚𝑖𝑛). Each lane is also associated with a weight L𝑖 .𝑤 that serves as a tunable ’knob’

to allow the dynamic adjustment of the traffic flow in response to the neighbor intersections when

needed (e.g. increase or decrease the priority of a specific lane to ease the traffic pressure of the

neighbor intersection).

Routes: A route R𝑖𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is defined as the moving path from an incoming lane L𝑖𝑛 , through a

series of connecting lanes L𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡 , and to an outgoing lane L𝑜𝑢𝑡 . The introduction of the concept

of routes help accommodate any shapes of intersections and any kinds of turns (e.g., going straight,

left turn, right turn, slightly left turn, slightly right turn, u-turn) at the intersection. In the previous

works, intersections are usually modeled as a grid of equally divided cells which however would

be hard to represent complex intersections such as the example shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. In our

model, we can easily represent the wavy turn from the incoming lane L21 to the outgoing lane

L10 in Fig. 1 as R21,10. Note that, our model is also generic enough for the scenario whereby in the

future, autonomous vehicles can make the right or left turn at any lane instead of the rightmost or

leftmost lane in current traffic settings.

Conflicting Points: A conflicting point C𝑘 is represented by its location (C𝑘 .𝑥, C𝑘 .𝑦, C𝑘 .𝑧) and
radius C𝑘 .𝑟 where multiple traffic flows may have conflict (e.g. two lanes cross each other or merge

into one lane). Compared to the concept of conflicting zones defined based on the grids by most

of the existing works, our definition of conflicting points can describe the potential conflicting

regions more precisely to accommodate any type of intersections.

Harmonization Zone: As illustrated in Fig. 1, each incoming lane L𝑖 has a special zone, called

Harmonization Zone (H-Zone). Once a vehicle enters the H-Zone, it will keep updating its status

with the intersection manager and issue the travel plan query. The length of the H-Zone is deter-

mined by the speed limit of the incoming lane to ensure that the intersection management unit

will have enough time to plan the traffic for all the incoming vehicles before they enter the dash

zone as defined below.

Dash Zone: As presented in Fig. 1, after obtaining the travel plan in H-Zone, the vehicle will enter
the Dash Zone (D-Zone). D-Zone is where an incoming vehicle follows the travel plan calculated

by the intersection manager. Inside the D-Zone, in adjusting phase, the vehicle will adjust its speed

so that it can arrive the Dashing Point (DP) at designated speed, acceleration, and time. After that,

in dashing phase, the vehicle will accelerate and arrive at the crossing zone, i.e., the entrance of

the intersection, at the planned timing and speed to cross the intersection optimally. The length of

the D-Zone is determined by multiple factors including the speed limit, acceleration/deceleration

capabilities, intersection capability, and vehicle density.

Crossing Zone: Following the travel plan, the vehicles will leave the D-Zone and enter the

Crossing Zone (C-Zone) at the designated time and speed. The C-Zone is the area with most of the

conflict points in the intersection. All the possible traffic conflicts must be resolved before vehicle

entering the C-Zone.

3.1.2 The Vehicle Status Model . This model captures the dynamic information streamed from

incoming vehicles.

Vehicle Characteristics: Different vehicles (V𝑖 ) have different characteristics such as the body

length V𝑖 .𝑙 , maximum acceleration V𝑖 .A𝑚𝑎𝑥 , maximum deceleration V𝑖 .D𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and maximum

communication range V𝑖 .R𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Without taking these individual vehicle’s characteristics into

account, the generated travel plans may not be accurate or could even be dangerous for some

vehicles. For example, a travel plan that could safely guide a small sedan to cross the intersection

at the right timing is likely to cause a trailer truck to arrive either too early or too late since the

trailer truck takes a longer time to reach the desired speed.
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Dynamic Status: The dynamic status reflects a vehicle’s real-time information such as the

distance to the intersectionV𝑖 .𝑠 , initial speedV𝑖 .𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 , and accelerationV𝑖 .A. Once connected to

the intersection management unit, the vehicle will keep updating the dynamic status as soon as it

has been changed.

Passenger Comfort Preferences: In the real-life scenario, it is important to consider the

comfort of passengers in a vehicle when planning the vehicle’s acceleration and deceleration. For

example, a car with a baby or pregnant woman inside may prefer lower acceleration/deceleration

and a larger safety gap between two vehicles. Emergency vehicles, on the contrary, may want to

maximize acceleration and speed. To take into account these real-world constraints, our proposed

comprehensive vehicle model allows each vehicleV𝑖 to be associated with its comfort preferences

including maximum comfort accelerationV𝑖 .A𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐 , maximum comfort decelerationV𝑖 .D𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐 ,

and minimum comfortable gap to the front vehicleV𝑖 .G𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐 .

Economical and Environmental Requirements: The fuel consumption and greenhouse gas

emission per mile could be quite high when vehicles move at a very low speed. Therefore, our

model allows the intersection to define the minimum cruise speedV𝑖 .𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 when scheduling the

intersection traffic.

Safety Restrictions: Depending on the types of vehicles, transportation tasks, and related

regulations, different vehicles may have different safety restrictions. For example, a big truck with

maximum loads should not turn right at a speed faster than 10 mph to avoid side rollover. Therefore,

our model captures these restrictions using the following parameters: minimum safety gapV𝑖 .G𝑚𝑖𝑛 ,

right turn speed limitV𝑖 .𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑟 , and left-turn speed limitV𝑖 .𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙 .
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Algorithm 1: Real-time Travel Planning
while True do

// Stage 1, Clustering vehicles

while in Stage 1 do
𝑊𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 ←Receiving requests

Update multi-layer data structure

// Stage 2, Dash-zone group motion planning

Determine 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

foreach 𝑣𝑖 in𝑊𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙 do
Estimate 𝑣𝑖 ’s position and speed;

Derive dashing speed 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ and dashing duration 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ
Resolve rear-end collision

// Stage 3, Intersection conflict resolution

Resolve conflicts, if conflict detected, go back to stage 2

Send plans to vehicle, update scheduling vector S𝑐
𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 + 1 // Start next round of travel planning

3.1.3 The Multi-Layer Data Structure for the Intersection Traffic Model. We would like to point

out that none of the existing works support such a fine-grained intersection traffic model during

traffic planning. To efficiently store and manage various information in our traffic model, we

design a multi-layer data structure as shown in Fig. 4 (the data in this example is derived from the

intersection in Fig. 1).

The top layer of the data structure stores the static information of an intersection including all

the possible routes and their corresponding travel restrictions. The detailed route information is

stored at the 2nd-layer which includes a lane table and a conflicting point table. Specifically, each

route entry is pointing to the specific incoming and outgoing lanes in the lane table which stores

the detailed information of each lane as introduced in the previous section. Each route entry also

has a pointer that leads to a set of conflicting points stored in the conflicting point table.

The dynamic information regarding incoming vehicles is organized in the 3rd layer of the data

structure as vehicle queues. Specifically, each incoming lane has a pointer to a vehicle queue. In

each vehicle queue, vehicles are arranged according to their arrival time stamps, i.e., the time

entering the harmonization zone. This arrival order ensures that the travel plan requests will be

processed in the same sequence to avoid collisions.

3.2 Real-time Travel Planning
The intersection management unit constantly performs traffic planning for vehicles continuously

entering the harmonization zone. The optimization goal is to maximize the overall throughput

at the intersection while satisfying both intersection and vehicle constraints as discussed in the

previous section. The following is the optimization goal.

Definition 1. For each vehicle V𝑖 , let 𝑡𝑖_𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 denote the actual time that it needs to cross the
intersection, 𝑡𝑖_𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 denote the ideal time it takes to cross the intersection assuming there are not any
vehicles on its path, and 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖 denote the number of stops it takes. Let 𝑛 be the total number of vehicles
under consideration, the intersection traffic optimization goals are the following:
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Fig. 5. Real-time Travel Planning

• The travel plans should optimize the overall throughput by minimizing the traffic delay:

T𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 (
𝑛∑
𝑖

(𝑡𝑖_𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝑡𝑖_𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 ))

• The travel plans should satisfy all the vehicles’ comfort preferences by minimizing the total
number of stops

∑𝑛
𝑖 (𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖 ) and restricting the maximum acceleration/ deceleration under the

comfort acceleration/deceleration limits.

As presented in Algorithm 1 and Fig. 5, the traffic planning process consists of the following

three stages:

Stage 1 (Clustering vehicles): Once a vehicle enters the harmonization zone, it will start to update

its status (e.g., speed, destination, comfort preferences) with the intersection management unit

and request a travel plan to cross the intersection. If the intersection manager simply minimizes

the crossing time for each vehicle at the moment of its request, it would be hard to achieve global

optimization, i.e., maximizing the overall throughput. For example, the vehicleV2 in Fig. 6 (a) is

closer to the intersection than vehicleV7 and sent the query earlier thanV7. IfV2 was scheduled to

pass the intersection first, it would actually slow down multiple vehicles includingV7,V8, andV10.

IfV2 was asked to slow down a little bit and pass afterV7, more vehicles can cross the intersection

during the same period of time. Meanwhile,V2 would not be delayed either since it can accelerate

and pass the intersection in the gap ofV7 andV8.

Therefore, we consider the vehicles entering the harmonization zone during the same period

of time as a whole when conducting traffic planning. This is achieved with the aid of the data

structure shown in Fig. 4. Specifically, the intersection management unit will insert the new vehicle

information into the corresponding vehicle queue. Let 𝜏𝑠 be the timestamp when a vehicleV𝑖 enters

the harmonization zone, and 𝜏𝑒 be the time whenV𝑖 leaves the harmonization zone and enters the

dash zone. Then 𝑡 = 𝜏𝑒 − 𝜏𝑠 is the period of time for this round of traffic planning. The next vehicle

V𝑗 who enters the harmonization zone later than 𝜏𝑒 will trigger another round of traffic planning.

Stage 2 (Dash-zone group motion planning): After vehicles are grouped, the intersection man-

agement unit will begin to search the optimal travel plans for these vehicles. The travel plan needs

to include the details about when, where, and how much a vehicle should accelerate and decelerate

to cross the intersection. We have already shown in the previous section that a greedy algorithm

that calculates the optimal route for each vehicle at the time of the query will not guarantee the

global optimal. A naive solution that can find the global optimal solution is to conduct an exhaustive

search that enumerates all possible crossing orders and possible crossing speeds for all the vehicles.

This could be very time-consuming and may not even be feasible to provide real-time travel guid-

ance. Another option is to use classical optimal control methods, such as Pontryagin’s Minimum

principle (PMP) and Dynamic Programming (DP) methods to optimize the travel planning problem.
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Fig. 6. Three-stage Travel Plan Optimization

However, the PMP algorithm does not consider the comfort levels of passengers. The DP algorithm

would be quite complicated and less efficient after taking the large number of constraints. To ensure

the efficiency of the travel plan optimization and simplify the computation process, we propose the

following new algorithm.

First, we divide the vehicle movement behavior into two phases and introduce a new notion

called Dashing Point. As illustrated in Fig. 6 (b), the first phase is a adjusting phase (in duration

of 𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗 ) whereby a vehicle moves at its initial speed 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 for a duration of 𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗0 and then adjusts

the speed with deceleration D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 (D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 < 0) for 𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 in order to reach the dashing point at

speed 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ (𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 could be zero when 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 equals to 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ). The second phase is a dashing phase

𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ whereby the vehicle starts dashing with acceleration A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0 (A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0 > 0) for 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0
and then

maintains the speed 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 for 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ1
until reaching the intersection (𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0

could be zero when

𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ equals to 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ). The dashing point is the start of time 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ that a vehicle starts acceleration

from speed 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ to reach the intersection at an optimal crossing time window (To increase the

fuel consumption and reduce greenhouse gas emission, the dashing speed 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ will not less than

minimum cruise speed 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛). As shown in Fig. 6 (b), a shorter dashing time 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ at the dashing
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point 𝐷𝑃7 indicates that vehicleV7 can move at a higher speed for a longer time when approaching

the intersection, which leaves more room for the following vehicleV8 to adjust its speed. If the

acceleration time 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0
equals to zero, it means that the vehicle can cross the intersection very

soon and will not need to decelerate to the speed that is lower than the target speed.

The use of the dashing point offers several advantages. First, it significantly speeds up the search

for the desired travel speeds for a vehicle. Unlike prior works that need to search the optimal speed

at each timestamp which is inevitably expensive, we can achieve the same optimization goal much

more efficiently by only searching a dashing point and calculating the needed speed, deceleration,

and acceleration. Second, the definition of the dashing point also helps to address the comfort

preferences. It is not comfortable for the riders if vehicle speed and acceleration need to be changed

frequently and abruptly to achieve the most efficient crossing time. In our approach, the vehicle

will only need to decelerate at most once before the dashing point and accelerate at most once

after the dashing point. Moreover, the definition of the dashing point makes it easier to evaluate

the congestion at each lane and yield better load balancing. Specifically, a crowded lane will be

reflected as little space for dashing point adjustment. When there are too many vehicles in a specific

lane, the vehicles that enter the lane afterwards will need to decelerate earlier and reach a lower

speed to avoid being too close to the car in front. In this case, the dashing time 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ will be longer

and closer to 𝑡𝐷 . Once that is detected during the dashing point calculation, vehicles’ priorities

of that lane can be raised so as to alleviate its congestion. The ability to increase or decrease the

crossing priorities of vehicles based on the dashing points also offers the opportunity to achieve

global optimization among all lanes connected to the intersection.

Identifying the optimal dashing point for each vehicle is a very challenging task since any

acceleration or deceleration of a vehicle may affect the vehicle in front of or behind it. To overcome

this challenge and achieve real-time planning, we design a heuristic approach based on the following

estimation functions.

As shown in Fig. 6, the traveling distance (𝑠𝐷 ) and the duration (𝑡𝐷 ) that a vehicle in the adjusting

phase and the dashing phase can be calculated by Equation (1).

𝑠𝐷 = 𝑠𝑎𝑑 𝑗 + 𝑠𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ = 𝑠𝑎𝑑 𝑗0 + 𝑠𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 + 𝑠𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0
+ 𝑠𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ1

𝑡𝐷 = 𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗 + 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ = 𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗0 + 𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 + 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0
+ 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ1

(1)

Substituting the accelerated motion equations, the dashing speed 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ can be derived from the

following equations.

𝑠𝐷 = 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 (𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗 −
𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ − 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

) +
𝑣2
𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ
− 𝑣2𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

2D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

+
𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑣2𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ

2A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0

+ 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ −
𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ
A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0

)

(2)

( 1

2A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0

− 1

2D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

)𝑣2
𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ
+ ( 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

−
𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0

)𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ − 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 (𝑡𝐷 − 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ) − 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ + 𝑠𝐷

−
𝑣2𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

2D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

+
𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

2A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0

= 𝐴𝑣2
𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ
+ 𝐵𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ +𝐶 = 0

(3)

𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛼 =
−𝐵 −

√
𝐵2 − 4𝐴𝐶
2𝐴

, 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛽
=
−𝐵 +

√
𝐵2 − 4𝐴𝐶
2𝐴

(4)

If 𝐵2 − 4𝐴𝐶 > 0, we set 𝑐 =
𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛼 +𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛽

2
since 𝐴 = 1

2A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0
+ 1

2 |D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 | > 0. Then, we have

𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛼 < 𝑐 < 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛽
. Dividing 𝑐 by 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 , we have the following result:
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𝑐

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
=
−𝐵

2𝐴𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
=
|D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 |𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 + |A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0 |𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
|D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 |𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 + |A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0 |𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

(5)

Since 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ≤ 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 , we have 𝑐 ≥ 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 . Therefore, 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛽
> 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 . Accordingly, we calculate

the dashing speed 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ by the following equation:

𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ =
−𝐵 −

√
𝐵2 − 4𝐴𝐶
2𝐴

(6)

If 𝐵2−4𝐴𝐶 = 0, we can still use Equation (6) to calculate the dash speed 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ since 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛼 = 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ𝛽
.

According to Equation (6), to obtain the dashing speed 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ , we still need to determine the total

duration 𝑡𝐷 , the target speed 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 , and the duration of the dashing phase 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ . The first step is

to search 𝑡𝐷 from 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑠𝐷
𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

to 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑠𝐷
𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛

with an interval of 𝛿 = 0.1 second, and 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 from

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 to 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 with an interval of \ of 1.0 ft/s (0.3 meter/s). After that, we calculate the lower bound

𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ_𝑚𝑖𝑛 and the upper bound 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ_𝑚𝑎𝑥 of the dashing time.

When 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 ≥ 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 , we have constraints that 𝑡𝑎𝑑 𝑗0 ≥ 0, and 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ1
≥ 0. By substituting the

accelerated motion equations, we can derive the lower and upper bounds of the 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ , respectively.

𝐴′ = 𝐴 ∗ A2

𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0

𝐵′ = −2𝐴 ∗ 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0 − 𝐵 ∗ A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0 + 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 − 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝐶 ′ = 𝐴𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 + 𝐵𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑡𝐷 −
𝑣2𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

2D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

+
𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

2A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0

+ 𝑠𝐷

𝐴′′ = 𝐴 ∗ D2

𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

𝐵′′ = −2𝐴(𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 + D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1𝑡𝐷 )D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 − 𝐵D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1 + 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 − 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝐶 ′′ = 𝐴(𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 + D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1𝑡𝐷 )2 + 𝐵(𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 + D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1𝑡𝐷 ) − 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑡𝐷 −
𝑣2𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

2D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

+
𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

2D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1

+ 𝑠𝐷

−𝐵′ +
√
𝐵′2 − 4𝐴′𝐶 ′
2𝐴′

≤ 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ ≤
−𝐵′′ −

√
𝐵′′2 − 4𝐴′′𝐶 ′′
2𝐴′′

(7)

When 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 > 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 , the 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ will increase or decrease when the 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ increases or decreases.

Therefore, we have a constraint: 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ ≤ 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 . From Equation (6), we can also obtain the

additional boundaries.

𝐴𝑣2𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝐵𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑠𝐷 +
𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

2A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0
− 𝑣2𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

2D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1
− 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑡𝐷

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡
≤ 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ ≤

𝐴𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 + 𝐵𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 + 𝑠𝐷 +
𝑣2𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

2A𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ0
− 𝑣2𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

2D𝑎𝑑 𝑗1
− 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑡𝐷

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

(8)

With the lower and upper bounds of 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ , the optimal 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑠ℎ can be obtained by a binary-search

algorithm that maximizes the high-speed cruising duration while avoiding rear-end collisions.

Our algorithm performs the rear-end collision check by calculating the distance between the two

vehicles based on the travel plans under consideration. It will ensure that the travel plan allows a

sufficient safety gap between two vehicles to ensure two vehicles do not bump into each other.

Before finalizing the travel plan for each vehicle, we also conduct an intersection conflict check

as presented in Stage 3.
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Stage 3 (Intersection conflict resolution): As vehicles cross the intersection from different

directions, there are conflicting points among vehicles’ travel paths. To decide which vehicle

occupies which conflicting point at what time not only is important to avoid the collision, but also

affect the overall throughput of the traffic at the intersection. For example, a vehicleV𝑖 that will

take a left turn may need to pass a series of conflicting points. If we let this vehicle reserve all the

conflicting points until it crosses the intersection, this vehicle could cause many other vehicles

to stop and wait for the conflicting points to become available again even when vehicle V𝑖 has

not reached some of the conflicting points yet. Intuitively, if the occupancy of conflicting points is

maximized at all times, the intersection traffic is more likely to achieve the maximal throughput.

Therefore, our goal is to determine the crossing sequence of the vehicles in the pending list to

maximize the occupancy of the conflict points while avoiding collisions.

We model the intersection as a matrix of time and conflicting points. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), stage

3, the x-dimension (𝑇 ) of the matrix represents the evolving time which is equally divided into time

slots (the width of the time slot is defined as𝑤𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 and typically set to 0.1s), and the y-dimension (𝐶)

of the matrix represents conflicting points. Our model allows an easy representation of when and

how long a vehicle occupies a conflicting point. For example, in Fig. 6 (a), vehicleV7 first passed

the conflicting point C18 using two time slots and then another C19. After a while, it passed C20.
We then convert the intersection matrix in Fig. 6 (b) to an intersection scheduling binary vector

as shown in Fig. 7. The first step is to represent each occupied slot (i.e., occupied conflicting point)

on the matrix as 1 and non-occupied slot (i.e., available conflicting point) as 0. Then, we link the

binary values in the same column from top to bottom to form a binary string. Next, we assemble

the binary strings from all the columns from right to left to form the overall scheduling binary

vector. For example, the last column in Fig. 7 (b) can be represented as 11101010 which forms the

highest 8 bits of the intersection scheduling binary vector, and the first column can be represented

as 01010100 which is the lowest 8 bits of the vector. Similarly, the crossing pattern of vehicle can

be represented as binary vector as presented in Fig. 7 (c) and (d). With the aid of the binary vector

representations, the intersection management unit can check the conflict by simply performing

a bit-wise 𝐴𝑁𝐷 operation between the current scheduling binary vector and a specific vehicle’s

crossing pattern. If the result is not equals to zero, a conflict is detected.

With the conflict detection method in place, we now proceed to discuss our proposed heuristic

search algorithm to find a near-optimal crossing sequence for the incoming new vehicles. Let S𝑐
denote the scheduling binary vector of the current intersection. Let 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐 denote the vehicle 𝑣𝑐
which moves at (𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐 .𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ)th place with known cost (delay) 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐 .𝑔 and estimated cost 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐 .ℎ.

In each step, the search algorithm looks for the node (i.e., the vehicle) with the minimum delay cost

𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑝 .𝑓 = 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑝 .𝑔 + 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑝 .ℎ from 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and maximizes the use of conflicting points, and then

updates the estimated delay cost for the remaining vehicles. After that, we update the 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡
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and 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 and start to search the vehicle for next crossing position. Once the optimal crossing

sequence is identified, the detailed collision-free travel plan for each vehicle will be generated.

3.3 Discussion on System Deployment in Real-World Scenarios
In this section, we discuss several aspects to be considered if the DASHX system would be deployed

in the real world in the future.

Spatial-temporal Uncertainty: As we know, current GPS technology is not able to guarantee

100% spatial-temporal accuracy. Our DASHX system has a nice feature that can avoid potential

collisions caused by spatial-temporal uncertainty. This is achieved by simply adjusting the safety

gap parameter in the DASHX system to be always larger than the current GPS accuracy range (e.g.,

16.4 ft (5 meters) [52]).

Network Communication Delay: Our system is designed to minimize the effect of possible

network delay on the overall performance. Specifically, our system does not require vehicles to

frequently communicate with the IMU or transmit large packets. We assume that vehicles will not

need to change the predetermined destination frequently. Vehicles using our system just needs to

send their initial status (less than 100 Bytes) and receive their travel plans (less than 80 Bytes per

plan). After that, they will follow their travel plans and do not need to communicate with IMU.

Security and Safety: There is no doubt that security and safety are important aspects to be

considered during an autonomous traffic control. Although designing specific security and privacy

protection mechanisms is out of the scope of this work, our DASHX is flexible to integrate the

existing developed security and privacy protocols as discussed below.

First, the DASHX system can be secured by employing existing vehicular authentication schemes

[19, 21, 45] whereby each vehicle authenticates itself with the intersection management unit upon

entering the harmonization zone. The authentication process ensures vehicles participating in the

scheduling are legitimate vehicles. As this authentication process occurs in the harmonization zone,

it will not affect the efficiency of traffic planning. In addition, other security techniques such as

trustworthiness evaluation [49] may also be integrated for further protection.

In the case of traffic accidents, the following protocol may be adopted. Vehicles which observed

or detected abnormal traffic condition, such as a vehicle that is not cooperative with the travel

plan, a vehicle that does not update correct status, or a vehicle with mechanical failure, will report

to the intersection manager. The DASHX system is fast enough to recalculate new travel plans in

milliseconds, and hence will be able to redirect or evacuate other vehicles.

4 THE PROPOSED DASHX-SIM TRAFFIC SIMULATION PLATFORM
We have developed a sophisticated and interactive traffic simulation platform, namely DASHX-

SIM, to help researchers fine tune, compare, and visualize their protocols in complicated traffic

situations. As shown in Fig. 8 (a), the DASHX-SIM platform consists of six main components: (i)

the visual editor supports fine-grained customization of the road maps, vehicles, infrastructures,

and traffic phases; (ii) the traffic simulator handles complex 2D or 3D intersection layouts and

discover routes and conflicts automatically; (iii) the vehicle simulator simulates individual vehicle’s

behavior based on input protocols; (iv) the infrastructure simulator is used to support smart sensors

and devices that may be added to the infrastructure in the future; (v) the network simulator is in
charge of vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications based on input protocols;

(vi) the 3D rendering module provides real-time traffic visualization at ultra high definition (4K

UHD). Compared to other existing simulators as shown in Table 1, our proposed DASHX-SIM

traffic simulation platform has more features. Specifically, our simulator is free and open-sourced,

supports microscopic simulation on complicated 3D road network, and has visual tools and network

environment integrated. Our simulation platform can run on a majority of popular operating
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Table 1. Comparison among existing traffic simulation platforms
(* Additional plugins needed)

Simulator 2D 3D Open Microscopic Visual Network Linux Android

Sourced Simulation Tools Tools / macOS / iOS / Web

DASHX-SIM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SUMO ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
GAMA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MATSim * ✓ ✓ ✓

Aimsun Next ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ * ✓
PTV Vissim ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ *

Real-time 3D Rendering Module

Vehicle Simulator Infrastructure Simulator

Network Simulator

Visual Editor

Traffic Simulator

Roads Lanes Signals Route Discover Conflict Detect

IMU

Virtual Devices

Wireless Antenna
Network Device

Traffic SensorsCruise Control Unit
GPS Module

Network Device

OBU

Virtual Devices

TL / FCFS / DASH / DASHX / ...
ProtocolsBU

S

(a) DASHX-SIM System Overview

(b) Traffic Simulator

(c) Map Editor

Fig. 8. DASHX-SIM Traffic Simulation Platform

systems including Windows, MacOS, Linux, iOS, and Android, and on major web browsers. The

functions of each component are further elaborated as follows.

(i) Visual Editor: Fig. 8 (a) and (c) illustrate some functions in the visual editor. We can use

this editor to create any shape of 2D or 3D intersections, define vehicle shapes and types, and add

traffic constraints to lanes. Each lane has customizable characteristics (e.g., width, pavement color,

etc.), safety restrictions (e.g., speed limits, safety gap, etc.), and pavement markings (e.g., left-turn

arrow, solid yellow lines, etc.). The editor also supports the customization of vehicles with different

sizes and characteristics. The editor also allows users to design the infrastructures such as traffic

lights, buildings, and signal towers. For traffic light based intersection protocols, the editor also

provides a function to define traffic phases to schedule the traffic lights.

(ii) Traffic Simulator: The traffic simulator analyzes the 3D road networks, managing all the

entities including roads, lanes, marks, and signals, simulates the movements of the vehicles, and

provides interfaces for the vehicle simulator, infrastructure simulator, and network simulator to

get the necessary real-time spatio-temporal data of the road network. The traffic simulator also

supports automatic route and conflict discovery. It reads a road map and automatically connect

road segments and build the data model for the follow-up vehicle simulation.
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Table 2. Experimental Parameters
(1𝑚𝑝ℎ ≈ 1.6 𝑘𝑚/ℎ, 1 𝑓 𝑡 ≈ 0.3 meter, 1 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 ≈ 0.3𝑚/𝑠)

Parameter Range Default Value

Speed limit 10 ∼ 70𝑚𝑝ℎ 50𝑚𝑝ℎ

Minimum Cruise Speed 10𝑚𝑝ℎ 10𝑚𝑝ℎ

Maximum Acceleration 6 ∼ 12 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 9 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2
Maximum Deceleration 11 ∼ 20 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 15 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2
Comfort Acceleration 5 ∼ 10 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 6.6 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2
Comfort Deceleration 9 ∼ 15 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 10 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2
Minimum Safety Gap 16 ∼ 20 𝑓 𝑡 16 𝑓 𝑡

Vehicle Density 1800 ∼ 12600 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠/ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 7200 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠/ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
Maximum Communication Radius 1600 𝑓 𝑡 1600 𝑓 𝑡

GPS Accuracy 8 ∼ 32 𝑓 𝑡 16 𝑓 𝑡

Network Delay 20 ∼ 100𝑚𝑠 50𝑚𝑠

(iii) Vehicle Simulator: The vehicle simulator runs an independent instance for each vehicle

to mimic the real-world scenarios. Each vehicle has equipped with a communication bus by default

and all the equipped virtual devices can exchange messages through it. If a vehicle has the network

device installed, it will become a connected vehicle and has the capability to communicate with

either nearby vehicles or infrastructures. The researchers can use the default communication

protocol or develop their own. Our simulator provides a platform for the researchers to easily test

their routing and traveling protocols.

(iv) Infrastructure Simulator: The infrastructure simulator allows researchers to integrate

different kinds of infrastructure into the traffic simulation. An example of infrastructure could be

an intersection manager that is equipped with network devices and wireless antennas and manages

the traffic. Another common example of infrastructure is the traffic light. Our system supports the

scheduling of traffic lights to mimic the real world scenarios. Yet other examples of infrastructure

that supported by our system could be a parking lot or surveillance cameras.

(v) Network Simulator: The built-in network simulator supports sending/receiving/forwarding

messages among vehicles and intersection management unit through either wired-connections or

wireless networks with network delay, transmission rate, and packet loss. It provides interfaces

to the virtual network device and ensure that network packets can be exchanged among any

requesting entity in the road network.

(vi) Real-time 3D Rendering Module: The real-time 3D rendering module offers vivid traffic

visualization for researchers to quickly examine the evolvement or change of traffic flows under

their protocols. Our simulation tool also allows researchers to check detailed information such as

the traffic congestion level, the noise pollution distribution, and the network topology.

The simulation platform is implemented using Javascript with Three.js 3D library [1] and

presented by HTML5. It is an open-source cross-platform simulator.

5 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The proposed DASHX system is tested under macOS 10.15 with 3.2 GHz Intel i7 CPU, AMD RX

5500 XT graphic card, and 16 GB memory. We have also created an online video of our system

demo which is available at "https://youtu.be/wlka3qiyEuQ".

In our experiments, we evaluate 10 popular types of real-world intersections to demonstrate

the generality of our algorithm (details are presented in the next subsection). For each type of
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Fig. 9. Simulator Validation

intersection, the traffic flow on each incoming lane is generated by a Poisson distribution using one

of the following models: (1) Straight only; (2) All directions; and (3) Unbalanced & all directions. In

the straight-only traffic model, we generate 𝛿 vehicles for each incoming lane for an hour, and all

the vehicles will go straight. In the all-directions traffic model, we also generate 𝛿 vehicles for each

incoming lane for an hour, while setting the percentages of left-turn, going-straight, and right-turn

vehicles to 25%, 50%, and 25%, respectively. In the unbalanced all-direction traffic model, we set one

of the routes to cross the intersection as the main road which has 𝛿𝑝 vehicles every hour while

other incoming lanes only have 𝛿𝑠 (𝛿𝑠 =
𝛿𝑝

2
) vehicles. The percentages of vehicles making left and

right turns are set the same as the all-directions model.

Based on the real scenarios, we set the default lane speed limit as 50𝑚𝑝ℎ, left turn speed limit as

30𝑚𝑝ℎ, right turn speed limit as 20𝑚𝑝ℎ, minimum cruise speed as 10𝑚𝑝ℎ, comfort acceleration as

6.6 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2, and comfort deceleration as 10 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2. The default length of vehicles is 16 𝑓 𝑡 which is the

common length of a sedan. The vehicle will start communicating with the intersection management

unit when the distance is less than 1300 𝑓 𝑡 .

The overall vehicle density at the intersection is defined as 𝐷 = 𝛿× number of incoming lanes,

(or 𝐷 = 𝛿𝑝× number of principal incoming lanes + 𝛿𝑠× number of the other incoming lanes for

unbalanced traffic model). The overall vehicle density ranges from 1800 to 12600 vehicles per hour

depending on the specific experiment and the type of intersection.

All the parameters are summarized in Table 2. All of them can be easily adjusted using our

DASHX-SIM testbed.

Before testing our algorithms on the simulator, we first conduct a simulator validation to check

the simulator’s correctness. During the validation, we randomly generate 50 travel plans for vehicles

to cross a 4-way 3D diverging diamond interchange as illustrated in Fig. 3 (d) with “All Directions"

traffic flow in 30 seconds. The vehicles need to follow the detailed travel plans as well as obeying the

speed limits. We compare the difference between theoretical distances and the simulated distances

to validate the simulator. As shown in Fig. 9, the simulator can simulate the vehicle movement very

closely to the theoretical calculation, which demonstrates the accuracy of the simulation.

5.1 Efficiency Testing
In the first round of experiments, we evaluate the generality and efficiency of our DASHX algorithm

under various types of intersections. Note that our approach works for any shape of 2D and 3D

intersections, ranging from intersections in old cities to the modern interchanges. Due to the limited

space, we tested the following 10 common types of intersections that were built in different cities:

4-Cross (4): A 4-way cross with 4 incoming lanes. This is probably the most popular type of

intersections among street blocks in a city.

3-Round (6): A 3-way roundabout with 6 incoming lanes (Fig. 3 (a)).

4-Cross (10): A regular 4-way cross with 10 incoming lanes (Fig. 3 (b)).

4-Staggered (12): A 4-way staggered intersection with 12 incoming lanes (Fig. 3 (c)) in Seattle.

This type of intersection has more complicated layout than a regular 4-way cross.
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Fig. 10. AverageQuery Time with Various Vehicle Densities

5-Irregular (11): A 5-way irregular intersection with 10 incoming lanes (Fig. 3 (e)) in London.

This is a type of narrow and labyrinthine intersection in old cities.

4-Bowtie (6): A 4-way bowtie intersection with 6 incoming lanes (Fig. 3 (g)) in the city of

Charlotte, North Carolina. With two roundabouts and a four-way intersection being combined, it

brings new challenges to the design of traffic planning protocol.

4-CFI (14): A 4-way continuous flow intersection with 14 incoming lanes (Fig. 3 (h)) in Miami.

This intersection typically has more lanes and involving vehicles with larger variation of speeds.

4-DDI-3D (10): A 4-way, 2-layer diverging diamond interchange with 10 incoming lanes (Fig. 3

(d)) in Kansas City .

4-Int-3D (22): A 4-way, 3-layer interchange with 22 incoming lanes (Fig. 3 (f)) in Beijing. Such

type of intersections impose more calculation workload on traffic planning.

6-Irregular-3D (10): A 6-way, 2-layer interchange with 10 incoming lanes (Fig. 3 (i)) in Mel-

bourne. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing works can handle such complicated

intersection for travel plan optimization.

It is worth noting that most of the intersections can be evaluated thanks to the comprehensive

design of our proposed DASHX-SIM simulator that can integrate various supporting modules and

provide functionalities to adjust parameters visually and interactively. We test the DASHX system

with vehicle density ranging from 1800 to 12600 per hour and record the average time for each

query. Fig. 10 shows the experimental results. We can observe that the travel planning time of the

DASHX algorithm is significantly less than our prior DASH algorithm. When the vehicle density

reaches 12600 vehicles per hour, the DASHX algorithm is 60% faster than the DASH algorithm.

This should attribute to the improved dash-zone group motion planning algorithm that effectively

reduces the time for searching the dashing speed. We also observe that the query time increases

with vehicle density. This is because the intersection schedule will be more crowded when there are

more vehicles, and hence more rounds of optimizations are needed. However, it is worth noting that

DASHX needs less than 7 milliseconds to generate a travel plan even when the vehicle density

is extremely high, i.e., 12600 vehicles crossing the intersection per hour. This demonstrates that

our proposed DASHX algorithm is highly efficient and capable of meeting the stringent real-time

requirement in the real world scenarios.

5.2 Effectiveness Testing
In the second round of experiments, we evaluate the effectiveness of our DASHX algorithm in terms

of the ability to optimize traffic throughput, reduce traffic delay, and meeting comfort preferences.

Recall that the traffic delay of a vehicle is defined as the difference between the actual time it takes

to pass the intersection and the ideal time that it needs to cross the intersection when there is no

other vehicle in its route.
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Table 3. The Traffic Throughput (Vehicles / Hour), Average Delay and Max Delay

Models 𝐷 = 1440 vehicles/hour 𝐷 = 3600 vehicles/hour 𝐷 = 7200 vehicles/hour

TL-5 1380, 2.1s, 4.1s 3534, 3.2s, 5.8s 5904, 53.2s, 83.8s

TL-10 1380, 3.8s, 7.7s 3522, 5.2s, 9.0s 5790, 57.8s, 92.2s

MP-IP 1380, 0.4s, 1.0s 3540, 1.9s, 3.6s 6138, 31.2s, 50.9s

AMP-IP 1380, 0.3s, 0.9s 3540, 1.2s, 2.4s 6594, 20.5s, 33.7s

DCRCAV 1380, 0.2s, 0.5s 3540, 0.5s, 1.2s 6834, 11.4s, 18.4s

DASHX 1436, 0.04s, 0.5s 3600, 0.2s, 1.1s 7182, 0.35s, 2.3s
3D-Ideal 1440, 0.0s, 0.0s 3600, 0.0s, 0.0s 7200, 0.0s, 0.0s

We have compared our DASHX algorithm with 4 existing approaches including: (i) the conven-

tional fixed traffic light scheduling algorithm (denoted as TL-5 and TL-10); (ii) MP-IP (Maximum

Progression Intersection Protocol) [3]; (iii) AMP-IP (Advanced Maximum Progression Intersection

Protocol) [3]; and (iv) the most recent approach DCRCAV (a Distributed Conflict Resolution for

Connected Autonomous Vehicles) [30]. Since none of the previous works evaluated complicated

intersections as shown in our previous experiments, we adopt the same traffic settings in the latest

work [30] when testing our DASHX algorithm and then compare our results directly with their

reported results of all the four approaches.

Specifically, in [30], experiments were conducted on a 4-way cross intersection with 4 incoming

lanes and 4 outgoing lanes. The speed limit is set to 36.9 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠 (11.25 m/s) and the vehicle’s deceler-

ation is set to 8.86 𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 (2.7𝑚/𝑠2) which are equal to the average speed and deceleration of the

vehicles in [30]. The vehicle density is ranging from 1440 to 7200 vehicles per hour. The traffic flow

is using the ‘All Directions’ model.

Fig. 11 compares traffic congestion at a 4-way diverging diamond interchange and a 4-way

continuous flow intersection under traditional traffic light with that under our DASHX algorithm.

The vehicle density is 7200 vehicles per hour. We can observe that the traffic flow is much smoother

when the DASHX algorithm is taking effect whereby green color denotes lower vehicle density

while red color denotes vehicle congestion. Table 3 further compares the throughput obtained from

the four approaches, our DASHX algorithm, and a 3D-Ideal case. The 3D-Ideal case is when all the

vehicles can travel towards their destinations without being stopped, slowed, or affected by other

vehicles. From the table, we can see that our DASHX algorithm achieves near-optimal throughput,

i.e., very close to the 3D ideal model. For example, when vehicle density equals 7200 vehicles per

hour, the throughput of our DASHX system is as high as 7182 vehicles per hour.

Table 3 also compares the average traffic delay and maximum traffic delay at the intersection.

When density 𝐷 = 1440, the average traffic delay of our proposed DASHX system is only 0.04s,

and the maximum delay is 0.5s, which is much better than other approaches. With the increase

of vehicle density, the gap continues to widen. When more vehicles pass the intersection, e.g.,

𝐷 = 7200, our DASHX system can achieve an average delay of 0.35s, and maximum delay 2.3s,

which is significantly shorter than the latest approach DCRCAV (11.4s on average and 18.4s for
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Table 4. Number of Stops (1 Hour)

Models 𝐷 = 2900 vehicles/hour 𝐷 = 7200 vehicles/hour 𝐷 = 9000 vehicles/hour

MILP approach 13 N/A N/A

DASHX 0 0 0

Table 5. Type of Vehicles (1 ft ≈ 0.3 meter)

Model A𝑚𝑎𝑥 A𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐 D𝑚𝑎𝑥 D𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐 Vehicle’s Body Length G𝑚𝑖𝑛

Sedan 12𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 10𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 20𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 15𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 15𝑓 𝑡 10𝑓 𝑡

SUV 12𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 10𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 18𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 15𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 17𝑓 𝑡 15𝑓 𝑡

Van 11𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 9𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 16𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 14𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 18𝑓 𝑡 18𝑓 𝑡

BUS 9𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 8𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 13𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 12𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 23𝑓 𝑡 20𝑓 𝑡

Truck 6𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 5𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 11𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 9𝑓 𝑡/𝑠2 30𝑓 𝑡 20𝑓 𝑡

maximum delay). Such a good performance of DASHX is attributed to our real-time travel plan query

algorithm that optimizes the traffic in a way that nearly all the vehicles can cross the intersection

without any stop. The weaving, non-stopping traffic flow greatly improved the throughput while

significantly reduced the traffic delay of individual vehicles.

Besides the aforementioned four existing approaches, we also compare DASHX with another

recent existing work which considers the environmental aspect [12] during the traffic scheduling.

In [12], a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) based approach is proposed with the goal

to minimize the number of stops to reduce greenhouse gas emission. Table 4 reports the number

of vehicles that need to stop among all the vehicles crossing the intersection. From the table, we

can see that the travel plans generated by our DASHX algorithm enable all the vehicles to cross

the intersections without any stop whereas the MILP approach still requires 13 vehicles to stop.

The MILP work only reports the result when the vehicle density is 2900 vehicles/hour, and hence

the number of stops under higher vehicle density is not applicable. As we can see, our DASHX

algorithm yields consistent performance (i.e., zero stops) even when the vehicle density reaches

9000 vehicles/hour.

In the subsequent experiments, we report only our DASHX algorithm’s performance since none

of the existing approaches considers the following 3D scenarios. As listed in Table 5, we generate the

traffic flows containing different vehicle models with various parameters that mimic the real-world

scenarios. As vehicles will be able to cross the intersection without stopping using our scheduling,

we set a relatively higher approaching speed and leaving speed, i.e., 50 mile/hour, and a higher

intersection crossing speed, i.e., 40 mile/hour, than the scheduling under traffic light controls.

Fig. 12 reports the performance at a 4-way 2-layer diverging diamond interchange (DDI) and a

4-way 3-layer interchange (3IC). Observe that, under different traffic flow models (straight only,

all directions, and unbalanced all directions), the throughput of our DASHX algorithm is always

very close to the ideal case, which again proves that our DASHX algorithm can effectively generate

near-optimal travel plans for vehicles. In Fig. 13, and 14, with the increasing of the vehicle density,

the average delay and maximum delay increase slightly. This is because, with a higher density, it is

more likely for a vehicle to reduce the speed and search for another crossing opportunity. With the

help of crossing order optimization in the DASHX algorithm, the increase of the travel delay is

well controlled. Even with 12600 vehicles/hour, the average traffic delay is still less than 0.9s and

the maximum delay is less than 4.6s, which will be almost unnoticeable to drivers and passengers.
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Next, we evaluate the effect of speed limits on performance. We increase the speed limits of all

the lanes from 30 mph to 70 mph at a 6-way, 2-layer interchange presented in Fig. 3 (i) with ‘All

Directions’ traffic flow. The results are shown Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. Since the throughput is very

close to the 3D-Ideal case, we take a further look by zooming in the y-axis. We can see that the

throughput actually increases with the increase of the speed limits. As for the traffic delay, both the

average delay and maximum delay decreases with the increase of the speed limits. This is because

the higher the speed limit, the faster the vehicle can cross the intersection. The results demonstrate

that our proposed DASHX algorithm works very well under various speed settings, especially for

high-speed limits.

We also evaluate the traffic optimization performance of our DASHX algorithm at different

shapes of 3D intersections. As shown in Fig. 17, the traffic throughput achieved by the DASHX

algorithm is very close to the optimal 3D ideal case for all the intersections. Especially for the

4-way 3D interchange with 22 incoming lanes, the DASHX algorithm performs the same as the 3D

ideal case. This is attributed to our sophisticated travel plan query algorithm.
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Finally, we evaluate the effect of GPS positioning errors on performance. We vary the GPS

positioning errors from 8 ft to 32 ft with “All Directions" traffic flow on a 4-way 3D diverging

diamond interchange. As shown in Fig. 18, with the increase of the GPS positioning error, the

average delay and maximum delay increase. This is because we need to adjust the safety gap to

make sure it is always larger than the GPS error which affects the overall throughput. It is worth

noting that even when the GPS error reaches 32 ft, the average traffic delay is still less than 2s.

To sum up, our DASHX algorithm achieves zero stop for all the vehicles in all the experiments

tested so far. More importantly, our DASHX algorithm achieves such performance while satisfying

the various vehicle constraints (e.g., comfort preferences) which have never been considered

altogether in any other previous work. This indicates the generality and potential of the DASHX

algorithm to be adopted in various traffic intersections in the real world.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel traffic planning system namely DASHX to assist autonomous

vehicles to cross the intersection without any stop. The DASHX system is unique as it includes a

universal traffic model that works for any type of 3D intersection. Moreover, it is the first time,

to the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive set of vehicle parameters and travel constraints

are considered simultaneously during the travel plan generation. We have conducted extensive

experiments to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed DASHX against the state of the art. It

is believed that our DASHX algorithm can significantly increase urban transportation efficiency,

promote road safety, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions while taking passenger comfort into

consideration. In addition, we also developed an open-source comprehensive 3D traffic simulation

platform (DASHX-SIM) that provides a wide range of functionalities to facilitate the research efforts

in the realm of autonomous vehicle management.
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